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SUPER DECALS SHEET 
CHROMED WHEEL RIMS
CHROMED ADHESIVE

No 3882 - 1:24 scale

Scania R560 V8 Highline 
“Red Griffin”

https://www.facebook.com/ItaleriModelKit?ref=ts&fref=ts
http://www.italeri.com
http://www.italeri.com
http://www.italeri.com/scheda.asp?idProdotto=2221
http://www.italeri.com/scheda.asp?idProdotto=2221


Produced at the of the thirties in the double-version, civil and military, this 
massive twin-engined Junkers bomber of advanced technological con-
ception had its first flight with the Condor Legion during the Spanish War. 
Although the motors were subject to mechanical failures, in 1942 (...) The hologram includes the sequence number 

assigned to each box as a guarantee of 
limited edition. 

The glorius Italeri models are back!
In a certified limited edition.
Untraceable but still in the modellers hearts
they have been reproduced with

the same box and with the 
original sprues of the first 
version released in 1973!

No 114 Junkers Ju 86 D 1:72

2500

 go to complete product sheet

Decals for 3 versions

No 2731 1:48 scale

Tornado IDS/ECR “Special Colors’’

 go to product sheet

SUPER DECALS SHEET 5 versions
COLOURED INSTRUCTION SHEET

Metal Flat Gun Metal -  4681AP

Flat Light Gray - 4765AP

Flat Black - 4768AP

suggested ITALERI ACRYLIC PAINT:

http://www.italeri.com/scheda.asp?idProdotto=2220
http://www.italeri.com/scheda.asp?idProdotto=2215
http://www.italeri.com/scheda.asp?idProdotto=2215
http://www.italeri.com/categoria.asp?idSottocategoria=45
http://www.italeri.com/scheda.asp?idProdotto=2220


No 174 No 1344
B-57G Night Hawk Starfighters F-104G

1:72 scale 1:72 scale

Flat Dark Green
4726AP

Gloss White
4696AP

Flat Medium Green
4314AP

Metal Flat Gun Metal
4681AP

suggested ITALERI ACRYLIC PAINT: suggested ITALERI ACRYLIC PAINT:

 go to complete product sheet  go to complete product sheet

Flat Light Brown
4305AP

Gloss French Blue
4659AP

Flat Black
4768AP

Flat Black
4768AP

Decals for 2 versions Decals for one versions

The supersonic interceptor aircraft F-104 Starfighter 
was, without doubts, one of the most famous, and long-
lasting, aircraft in History. The F-104 entered in service 
in the late ‘50s and served with USAF for a long time. 
Later on, it has formed the fighter squadrons of several 
NATO air forces for more than 40 years (...)

The Martin B-57 Canberra was a twin jet engine tactical 
bomber that has equipped the United States Air Force 
from the mid of 50s. Its robust aerodynamic design and 
its great reliability made it ideal for the role of tactical 
bomber and reconnaissance aircraft. It was equipped 
with two Wright J65 turbojet engine (...)

Towards the end of the seventies the Israeli Army began to use a large number 
of M-60 tanks, which were supplied by the United States. These vehicles were 
extensively modified to protect the crews after gaining experience during the va-
rious Middle East wars. The Blazer is almost totally covered with protective armor 
against missiles and anti-tank rockets which reduces the impact of these arms. It 
is also equipped with internal fire protection gear and additional machine-guns.

No 6391 1:35 scale

M60 Blazer

 go to product sheet

Metal Flat Gun Metal -  4681AP

Flat Sand - 4720AP

Flat Black - 4768AP

suggested ITALERI ACRYLIC PAINT:Decals for 4 versions

http://www.italeri.com/scheda.asp?idProdotto=2218
http://www.italeri.com/scheda.asp?idProdotto=2219
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No 6170 No 5617
Japanese Infantry PT Boat Conversion Kit

1:72 scale 1:35 scale

 go to complete product sheet  go to complete product sheet

50 unpainted figures
Designed for wargames use

No 7068 1:72 scale

M48A2C

Decals for 4 versions

 go to product sheet

Metal Flat Gun Metal -  4681AP

Flat Sand - 4720AP

Flat Olive Drab - 4315AP

Flat Black - 4768AP

suggested ITALERI ACRYLIC PAINT:

The medium tank M-48 Patton was born during the Cold War to replace the pre-
vious one, and widespread, M-47. The first units were delivered to the United 
States Army at the beginning of 50s. Compared to its predecessor, the M-48 
used a new hull and a new turret, made both by fusion and more protective, and 
a new suspension system. The early versions adopted the same 90 mm. gun of 
the M-47. The  M-48 Patton  was produced during its history in an impressive (...)

This conversion set is aimed to all american Torpedo 
Boat model enthusiast and collectors that are intere-
sted to convert their kits (...)

Metal Gloss Gold 
4671AP
Flat Wood
4673AP
Flat Leather
4674AP

Flat Skin Tone Warm Tint
4603AP

suggested ITALERI ACRYLIC PAINT:
Flat Pale Green
4739AP
Metal Flat Gun Metal
4681AP
Flat Black
4768AP

Photo-etched 
fret included
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